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Abstract. This paper introduces a computational model for contagion and change of habitual behaviour in a social network. It considers both the level of individual mechanisms of habit formation, involving a person’s attitudes, goals, intentions and relevant environmental cues, and the level of social mechanisms for the impact of others in a social network. Simulation experiments with the model for small-world networks show that the model exhibits realistic behaviour. The model can be used as an aid for physicians and policymakers addressing lifestyle formation and spread in a population under considered policies.
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I. Introduction

Theories and models for social contagion or diffusion show a long history, going back to the spread of diseases, rumours, ideas, innovations and emotions; e.g., [12], [40], [32], [5]. First, population-based approaches dominated (e.g., [4], [12], [40]), but individual based models in social networks have increasingly been contributed (e.g., [7], [19], [23], [35]). Recently also contagion of habitual behaviour has become a focus of interest, in particular, in the context of propagating a healthy lifestyle; e.g. [6], [10], [11], [15], [27]. In the current paper this type of contagion is addressed computationally.

A modelling approach for contagion of habitual behaviour in line with earlier approaches to contagion would be to consider the behaviour itself as the subject of contagion, and apply contagion methods based on a form of mimicking; e.g., [23]. This is inadequate, however, for two reasons. First, in general such behaviours depend on internal states such as goals, attitudes, valuations, and intentions. When direct contagion of behaviour takes place, its effect has to compete with the impact that these states have on the behaviour, and as these internal effects usually are strong, the net change of behaviour will be limited. In order to achieve more substantial changes of behaviour, the internal states themselves have to change. This implies that contagion should not be directly focused on the behaviour, but on the underlying internal goals, attitudes, valuations, and intentions. Second, behaviours considered are usually not just instantaneous, but persist over longer periods of time, and are only subject to change on a longer time scale. This holds in particular for habitual behaviour, as is the focus of this paper. Such types of behaviour are not instantaneous and reactive but adaptive, subject to a learning process on a longer time scale in which valuations of effects of previous occurrences of the behaviour affect future behaviour (goal satisfaction and related emotions).

Given the analysis briefly described above, in this paper an agent-based model for contagion of habitual behaviour is introduced, in which the following elements play a role.

- Goal contagion (e.g., [1], [2], [41])
- Attitude contagion (e.g., [26], [43], [27])
- Emotion and intention contagion (e.g., [5], [18], [24], [29])

Each of these types of contagion can work on a different time scale, and is integrated with the agents’ internal processes as an interplay of these internal states; cf.[29] Moreover, the model addresses the adaptivity of habits based on Hebbian learning (cf.[20]), as adopted from [29]. The resulting agent-based model does not directly change the behaviour due to social contagion, but first changes the underlying internal states, which in turn leads to behavioural changes, and these get their persistence due to the Hebbian learning mechanism. The contagion processes in the model depend on the specific relations between the different agents in the social network and their strength.

In the paper, first some background literature on habit learning and contagion is discussed in Section II. Next, in Section III the model is presented globally, and detailed specifications are presented in Section IV. In Section V simulation experiments on different social networks are discussed. Section VI concludes with a discussion.
II. Habit Learning and Contagion

Habits are defined as everyday routines that have been formed to achieve particular goals in the past and persist in the absence of goals [48], and that predict our frequent and typical behaviour [36]. They are learned predispositions, formed as a result of conditional learning if a certain cue or context is present during the execution of particular behaviour [48]. Initially, behaviour is triggered by a distinct goal, but later on after numerous pairings of a cue with the behavioural intention, the cue becomes the trigger that launches the same behaviour even if the initial goal is no longer present. The habit is maintained and strengthened by reinforcement learning; the results of the performed behaviour are valued in relation with positive emotions: feeling satisfied with respect to the goal.

In order to understand the mechanisms of habit formation at a higher aggregation level, one cannot omit the social determinants of behaviour: human behaviour emerges as interplay of social and cognitive factors, as has been found, for example, for health behaviour, ecological behaviour, and consumer behaviour (e.g., [41], [13], [26], [37]). Over the past decades, there has been a growing interest in the effect of social networks on individual achievement and group performance; e.g., [8], [33], [39]. Connections define the interdependences between the members of a social network and the strength of influences that they propagate through that network. For the formation of habits, family and friends are considered the most important elements of such social contagion [9], [13].

*Social contagion* is the spread of affect, attitude, or behaviour from Person A (the initiator) to Person B (the recipient), where the recipient does not perceive an intentional influence attempt on the part of the initiator [31]. Social networks provide a vehicle for social contagion processes. For example, the study of [11] demonstrates person-to-person spread of obesity in a large social network of 12,067 persons. Their findings suggest that social distance within this network is more important than geographic distance. Team-based experiments in [30] demonstrate that being on a team with more teammates in the weight loss division was associated with greater percent weight loss. The mechanisms at work may involve goal, attitude, emotion and intention contagion, (e.g., [1], [2], [26], [5], [43]) which in turn result in behaviour change. Thus contagion of habitual behaviour is considered an indirect form of contagion, resulting from contagion of underlying internal states. This approach differs from other theories of social impact (such as the Dynamic Theory of Social Impact [35]), in using individual mental states.

III. A Computational Model for Habit Contagion

The computational model for contagion of habitual behaviour described in this paper incorporates an existing individual habit formation model (cf.[29]), and integrates this with social influences on the internal states underlying the agent’s behaviour. An overview of the introduced model is depicted in Fig. 1. For the sake of simplicity only two agents A and B, and their mutual influences are represented in the picture. The agents are embedded in the two bigger boxes. Each agent has its own interrelated internal states: attitude (ATT), long term goal (LTG), short term goal (STG), intention (INT), long term goal satisfaction (LSAT) and short term goal satisfaction (SSAT) and each of the agents displays behaviour (BEH). *Short term goal* (STG) refers to what is sometimes called ‘implementation
intention’ [22], and represents the realization of a general abstract goal in specifics of how, when and where the goal will be implemented. Any short term goal is always subordinate to a relevant long term goal. An intention (INT) is a more refined concrete plan of actions of a goal’s realization. It may also refer to unconscious intentions of an immediate motor action, for example a mental preparation of picking up a toothbrush in order to brush teeth. There is one external element in the model that influences the formation of short term goals and intentions – the cue. This is a context in which an action takes place [48]. It is represented by double short arrows directing to short term goal (STG) and intention (INT).

Each concept of the model is represented by a number between 0 and 1 for its activation level; this can be considered an aggregation of a vector of a number of constituents, for example attitude ATT can be aggregated of n attitudes that normally occur in real human agents, the same holds for the other concepts. Multiple intentions within an agent that may result in numerous simultaneous behaviours inhibit each other and the intention with strongest value ‘wins’ with the relevant behaviour as an output; this implies the execution of only one type of behaviour per time unit by a single agent. The original model [29] for habit formation was extended here by the concept attitude in order to emphasize the formation of long term goals as a result of interpersonal interactions in human agents according to the Theory of Planned Behaviour [17]. Attitudes are any cognitive representations that summarize our evaluation of an item, which may be the self, other persons, things, actions events or ideas [44]. Attitudes are made, maintained and modified through interpersonal processes within social networks [16].

Figure 1. Overview of the Model for Habit Contagion.
Note that forward paths are represented by solid arrows and backward loops by dashed arrows. For example, in addition to the one-directional connection from ATT to LTG in the model, there is also a bi-directional connection of ATT with the long term satisfaction LSAT to express their interrelations. All mutual influences (contagions between corresponding internal states of different agents) are represented by thin dotted bidirectional vertical arrows between the agents. For example, intention contagion, (short-term and long-term) goal contagion, and attitude contagion are depicted by four of these arrows. The model also incorporates emotion contagion applied to emotion-related valuation of satisfaction: the long and short term goal satisfaction (LSAT and SSAT) resulting from execution of certain behaviours relate to the development of feelings of satisfaction. These valuations are both interchanged by emotion contagion and internally function to reinforce particular behaviour. Note that no vertical arrow between the behaviours is depicted, as no direct contagion between behaviours is assumed in the model.

IV. Detailed Specification

This section describes the habit contagion model in a more detailed manner. The model integrates an adaptation of (1) a computational model of individual habit formation and change (cf. [29]), and (2) a social contagion model able to describe the spread of given internal states in a group of agents (cf. [25]). The contagion model formalizes social contagion between the mental states of agents. In the habit contagion model, a number of internal states $S$ of an agent play a role with dynamic values. The different types of states, as introduced in Section 3, are formalised by the set
\{lsat$_{Ai}$, ssat$_{Ai}$, att$_{Ai}$, ltg$_{Ai}$, stg$_{Ai}$, int$_{Ai}$, beh$_{Ai}$\}

**Table 2.** Overview of the parameters and corresponding states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter/variable</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{SBA}$</td>
<td>contagion strength for $S$ from sender B to receiver A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_S$</td>
<td>overall contagion strength from the group towards A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_S$</td>
<td>extent to which agent $A$ expresses state $S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_S$</td>
<td>extent to which agent $A$ is open to state $S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{SBA}$</td>
<td>channel strength for state $S$ from sender B to receiver A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{S,S'}$</td>
<td>connection strength between state $S$ and state $S'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lsat$_{Ai}(t)$</td>
<td>satisfaction for agent $A$ of long term goal i at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssat$_{Ai}(t)$</td>
<td>satisfaction for agent $A$ of short term goal i at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>att$_{Ai}(t)$</td>
<td>attitude i of agent $A$ at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ltg$_{Ai}(t)$</td>
<td>long term goal i of agent $A$ at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stg$_{Ai}(t)$</td>
<td>short term goal i of agent $A$ at time $t$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here A is the agent, and i is the specific state concerned (as it is possible for an agent to have multiple intentions, goals, attitudes, etc.). Table 1 summarizes the explanation of the states and parameters used. To determine the value of a state during the process, first the social impact of the other agents on that state is determined. The contagion strength $\gamma_{SBA}$ from sender agent B to receiver agent A for a particular state S is defined in the following relation:

**R1 contagion strength:** $\gamma_{SBA} = \varepsilon_{SB} \cdot \alpha_{SBA} \cdot \delta_{SA}$

Contagion strength is thus determined by openness, connection strength and expressiveness. The overall contagion strength $\gamma_{SA}$ from all other agents in the group towards agent A is then determined as follows:

**R2 overall contagion strength:** $\gamma_{SA} = \sum_{B \neq A} \gamma_{SBA}$

The overall contagion strength is used to define the aggregated impact $q_{SA}^*$ of all agents $\neq A$ on state S of A:

**R3 Social impact:** $q_{SA}^*(t) = \sum_{B \neq A} \gamma_{SBA} \cdot q_{SB}(t) / \gamma_{SA}$

Note that unlike $\gamma_{SBA}$ and $\gamma_{SA}$, the value for $q_{SA}^*$ is dynamic over time, as it depends on the dynamic states of all other agents. To illustrate this, imagine a social network of three agents, in which Alice, Bob and Carl are friends, and Alice and Bob have a relationship (see Fig. 2 for the parameter values). The mutual impact between these friends using the habit of stair climbing (instead of taking an elevator), is a good example of habitual physical activity [28]. To determine the social impact of Alice’s and Carl’s attitudes on the attitude of Bob, first are determined.

$\gamma_{ATT,ALICE,BOB} = 0.7 \cdot 1 \cdot 0.5 = 0.35$
$\gamma_{ATT,CARL,BOB} = 0.2 \cdot 0.5 \cdot 0.5 = 0.05$
These are combined to determine the overall contagion strength $\gamma_{ATT,BOB} = 0.35 + 0.05 = 0.4$. The social impact of Alice and Carl on Bob’s attitude is then

$$q_{ATT,BOB}^*(t) = \frac{0.35 \cdot 0}{0.4} + \frac{0.05 \cdot 0.8}{0.4} = 0.016.$$  

States of agents are not only affected by social impact, but also by an agent’s internal processes. As mentioned in Section 3, the model introduced here extends the individual habit model presented in [29] by also incorporating attitudes. The mutual influences between the states are defined by the dynamic relations below. R4 describes the Hebbian learning principle [20] applied for the connections between cues and intentions. This is the core of the habit learning: the connection between the cue and an intention becomes stronger when both the cue and the intention have a high activation level.

**R4 Hebbian cue-intention connection learning**

$$\omega_{cue, intAn}(t + \Delta t) = \omega_{cue, intAn}(t) + \\
[ \eta \text{cue}(t) \text{int}_A(t)(1 - \omega_{cue, intAn}(t)) - \zeta \omega_{cue, intAn}(t) ] \Delta t$$

Here $\eta$ is the learning rate and $\zeta$ the extinction rate.

Now the agent’s value for an internal state $S$ can be updated by combining three components: the current state value $S(t)$, the influence $q_S^*(t)$ of others, and the contribution of other internal states ($<\text{int}_\text{imp}>$):

**R5 State update from social and individual impacts**

$$S(t + \Delta t) = S(t) + \theta_S ([\text{th}(\sigma_S, \tau_S, <\text{int}_\text{imp}>)) (1 - \delta_S) + \\
q_S^* \delta_S] - S(t)) \cdot \Delta t$$

Here $\theta_S$ is an update speed parameter, defining for each state $S$ the influence of the impacts on the new value of that state. Note that the openness $\delta_S$ in R1 and R5 determines how much influence the other agents have on the agent’s own states, in comparison to the impact of internal states. The higher $\delta_S$, the more dominating social impacts are over the internal
impacts. For the function \( \text{th}(\sigma, \tau, X) \) in R5 various choices are possible. In this case, a logistic threshold function has been chosen:
\[
\text{th}(\sigma, \tau, X) = \left( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\sigma(X - \tau)}} - \frac{1}{1 + e^{\sigma \tau}} \right) (1 + e^{-\sigma \tau})
\]

For larger values of \( \sigma \tau \) (e.g. >20) this is approximated by:
\[
\text{th}(\sigma, \tau, X) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\sigma(X - \tau)}}.
\]

The internal impacts are defined by a weighted sum of the states of influence with the connection strengths as weights. Table 2 shows which internal impacts contribute to the value of state \( S \) (as can be observed from Fig. 1) at any time point \( t \).

Table 3. Overview of states and contributing internal impacts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state ( S )</th>
<th>( \text{internal impacts}_S )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{lsat}_A )</td>
<td>( \sum_i \text{int}<em>{Aj} \omega</em>{\text{int}<em>{Aj}, \text{lsat}<em>A} + \sum_k \text{att}</em>{Ak} \omega</em>{\text{att}_{Ak}, \text{lsat}_A} + \sum_l \text{beh}<em>A \omega</em>{\text{beh}_A, \text{lsat}_A} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{ssat}_A )</td>
<td>( \sum_i \text{int}<em>{Aj} \omega</em>{\text{int}_{Aj}, \text{ssat}_A} + \sum_k \text{beh}<em>A \omega</em>{\text{beh}_A, \text{ssat}_A} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{att}_A )</td>
<td>( \sum_i \text{lsat}<em>A \omega</em>{\text{lsat}_A, \text{att}_A} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{ltg}_A )</td>
<td>( \sum_j \text{att}<em>{Aj} \omega</em>{\text{att}_{Aj}, \text{ltg}_A} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{stg}_A )</td>
<td>( \sum_j \text{ltg}<em>{Aj} \omega</em>{\text{ltg}_{Aj}, \text{stg}_A} + \sum_k \text{cue}<em>k \omega</em>{\text{cue}_k, \text{stg}_A} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{int}_A )</td>
<td>( \sum_i \text{int}<em>{Aj} \omega</em>{\text{int}<em>{Aj}, \text{int}<em>A} + \sum_k \text{att}</em>{Ak} \omega</em>{\text{att}<em>{Ak}, \text{int}<em>A} + \sum_k \text{ltg}</em>{Ak} \omega</em>{\text{ltg}_{Ak}, \text{int}_A} + \sum_m \text{ssat}<em>A \omega</em>{\text{ssat}_A, \text{int}_A} + \sum_n \text{cue}<em>n \omega</em>{\text{cue}_n, \text{int}_A} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keeping in mind the case of Alice, Bob and Carl, Bob’s stair climbing attitude at time \( t + \Delta t \) can be determined using R5, the parameters \( \theta_{\text{ATT}}, \sigma_{\text{ATT}}, \tau_{\text{ATT}}, \) his long term goal satisfaction and the connection between his attitude and this satisfaction. Given the values \( \theta_{\text{ATT}} = 0.5, \sigma_{\text{ATT}} = 15, \tau_{\text{ATT}} = 0.1, \text{lsat} = 0.8 \) (a high satisfaction related to his long term goal for stair climbing) and \( \omega(\text{lsat}, \text{att}) = 0.2 \), for \( \Delta t = 1 \) the function then becomes the following:

\[
\text{att}(t + \Delta t) = \text{att}(t) + \theta_{\text{ATT}} \cdot (\text{th}(\sigma_{\text{ATT}}, \tau_{\text{ATT}}, \text{lsat} \cdot \omega(\text{lsat}, \text{att})) \cdot (1 - \delta_{\text{ATT}} + q_{\text{ATT}} \cdot \delta_{\text{ATT}}) - S(t)) \cdot 1
\]

\[
= 0.6 + 0.5 \cdot (0.98 \cdot (1 - 0.5) + 0.016 \cdot 0.5 - 0.6) \cdot 1
\]

The new value of Bob’s attitude is thus 0.549.

Behaviour results from intention and depends on the threshold for behaviour. That is, an agent can have the intention to perform an action, but it can be inhibited by other (contradictory) intentions or the intention can be too low for the agent to act upon it.
R6 Performing behavior

\[ \text{beh}_{Ai}(t + \Delta t) = \text{beh}_{Ai}(t) + \lambda \cdot [\text{th}(\sigma, \tau, \text{int}_{Ai}(t)) - \text{beh}_{Ai}(t)] \cdot \Delta t \]

For R6, the same threshold function has been chosen as for function R5. Again, \( \lambda \) is an update speed determining how much the agent’s intention at \( t \) contributes to its new behaviour at time \( t + \Delta t \).

V. Simulation Results

The habit contagion model was implemented in Matlab and has been studied in several scenarios with different numbers of agents in order to examine whether the proposed approach indeed exhibits the patterns that are identified in literature. There is not much literature on the specific example of social influence on stair climbing, but there is a vast amount of studies about the influence of social factors on physical activity. For example, [21] shows that for physical activity social factors are more important than environmental factors. In [45] the effect of encouragement and participation of family members and friends on physical activity of children is illustrated.

A. Two Partner Agents

The first set of simulation experiments shows the interaction between two agents. For explanation and clarity purposes, for this simulation the personality characteristics of both partners are kept equal. That is, the links between the different internal and external states are of the same weight. For example, the influence of cues on their intentions and short term goals are the same for both (0.3), their long term goals have the same strength of impact on their short term goals (0.8), and the expressiveness of both agents is set at 0.5. This simplification ensures a transparent view into the mechanisms at work.

In the two scenarios there are two agents who work together and have a close relationship: Bob and Alice. Both are influenced by each other and by the same cues (if present): banners on the stairs that stimulate to take the stairs. Table 3 describes the scenarios and the main simulation results. The dynamics of the different concepts are captured in Fig. 3, with the time steps measured in days. Simulation 1a shows that merely an attitude or goal change is not enough to change a habit (see also [22]). Simulation 1b demonstrates that environmental cues are vital to behaviour change, as argued in e.g., [21]. Simulation 1b also shows that a supportive partner can stimulate one to become engaged in physical activities (resembling the results from [45]). These simulations show that the model is able to produce both realistic behaviour that emerges from social interaction between agents, and behavioural patterns as they are identified in empirical literature.
Table 3. Two scenarios: 1a and 1b

a  Neither Bob nor Alice takes the stairs. There are no banners on the stairs (cues)

**Attitude/goals/satisfactions:** Due to social contagion, Bob influences Alice and her attitude towards stair climbing, her goals to become fit and to take the stairs and her satisfactions from the performed behaviour of stair climbing drop. Bob’s attitude towards taking the stairs at first slightly increases due to Alice’s attitude. Then, Alice’s attitude and goals also drop due to the absence of cues and due to the influence of Bob who has low goals and attitudes.

**Behaviour:** Neither Bob nor Alice takes the stairs.

b  Bob does not take the stairs, while Alice does. There are banners on the stairs (cues)

**Attitude/goals/satisfactions:** Due to social contagion, Bob has a big influence on Alice and as a result her attitude towards stair climbing, her goals to take the stairs and satisfactions from the performed behaviour of stair climbing drop. However, the intentions of Alice are quite high due to the influence of the cues on her goals and intentions. Bob’s attitude towards taking the stairs at first slightly increases due to Alice’s attitude.

**Behaviour:** Bob starts taking the stairs and both Bob and Alice keep taking the stairs.
In these scenarios the model was applied to agents with the same personality characteristics. However, the model is flexible and the parameters can be adjusted to reflect different agent personalities. For example, some agents can be more prone to cues than others, and some agents attach more value to short-term goals than others. This flexibility ensures that the model is able to deal with a large variety of scenarios in which different types of agents interact. Example simulations with heterogeneous partners can be found in Appendix A.¹

B. Larger Groups
Section 5A shows how the model predicts behaviour patterns for two agents. However, the social environment that influences people is often not limited to the direct partner or best friend. There is an entire network of colleagues, friends, family and neighbours that determines the social impact on a person. The habit contagion model can equally well be used to deal with these larger groups, such as groups with 10, 100, or 1000 agents.² Fig. 4 shows simulation results of a group of 100 agents. In this simulation, the agents form a social network with two groups. The parameter values are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Settings for group scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>LTG</th>
<th>STG</th>
<th>LSAT</th>
<th>SSAT</th>
<th>ATT</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>BEH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>learning parameter (θ or λ)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>threshold (τ)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steepness (σ)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this simulation, a social network that consists of two groups (group 1: agent 1-50, and group 2: agent 51-100) was designed. Within each group, the agents can have (strong)

¹http://www.few.vu.nl/~wissen/downloads/appendix/AppendixA_SOCIALCOM.pdf
²Runtime approx. 1 min for 100 agents and approx. 10 min for 1000 agents, on a Macbook Pro with 2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo and 4 GB 1067 MHz DDR memory
connections with each other. Only 5% of the agents in each group have connections with agents from the other group – see Fig. 5. This form of the network was chosen for two reasons: to resemble for example two families or two different schools, and to clearly demonstrate the functioning of the model in a network with more structure than a random network. The only difference between group 1 and 2 is that all agents in group 1 initially have very low attitudes and long term goals (and consequently, long term satisfactions) concerning taking the stairs. The opposite is true for group 2: the agents in this group have high attitudes and long term goals concerning taking the stairs. All other states and the connections are initialized randomly. This simulation shows the effect that social environment can have in large groups.

As shown by Fig. 4, many agents start taking the stairs when the cue is present, regardless of their attitudes or goals. There is also a visible effect of the attitudes of the other group, as the attitudes of group 1 are somewhat lowered and those of group 2 are raised. However, when the cue disappears, group 1, who are not able to keep up their goals and intentions, ‘relapse’ and do not take the stairs any longer. However, many agents in group 2 have learned a new habit and due to their positive social influence of high attitudes, intentions, goals and behaviours, they are able to continue taking the stairs.

A. Small world networks
To demonstrate the workings of the model in more complex (and more realistic) networks, simulations have been run for a small-world network with the properties of (i) a small average shortest path length, and (ii) a large clustering coefficient [47]. Typically these networks also have many hubs, which are nodes in the network with a high number of connections. Small world networks are often used to model various types of networks in the world, among which many social networks (such as influence networks, friend connections, web-based communications) [34],[40].
Simulations were done to show how positive hubs in a small world network are able to influence behaviour of a group of agents. A network of 100 agents is created, divided into two random groups of 50 agents, with the constraint that the hubs (here defined as the 25% of agents with the highest number of connections) are part of group 1 with highly positive attitudes, long term goals and long term satisfactions.

As before, all other states are initially assigned random values between 0 and 1. Fig. 7 shows the results of this simulation and Fig. 6 displays the layout of the network. From Fig. 7 it follows that hubs have a significant influence on the behaviour within the entire population. The average goals and attitudes of the agents remain high resulting in many agents that are able to retain their stair climbing behaviour. On average in 100 runs, the agents had a behaviour value of 0.44, an intention of 0.46, and a 0.65 attitude (which is significantly higher than if the same scenario is run with negative hubs, single-tail paired t-test, alpha < 0.001). These results may be an indication that it is crucial to have important people in the network (with many strong connections to others) that function as role models.

---

\(^3\) See Appendix A for the results of a simulation with negative hubs.
VI. Discussion

The agent-based model for contagion of habitual behaviour in social networks introduced in this paper is based on the following elements:

- the behaviour is generated based on internal states: goals, attitudes, valuations, intentions
- based on the (emotion-related) valuation states and their reinforcing role, habits are learned by Hebbian learning
- not the behaviour, but the underlying internal goal, attitude, valuation, intention states are subject of contagion
- the dynamics of each of these internal states is modelled by combining the effects of internal states on each other and the contagion from the corresponding state of other agents
- the changes in internal functioning and behaviour due to the contagion from other agents affect the habitual learning process; thus habits are changed based on social contagion

For contagion of each of these types of states some informal, non-computational literature is available: goal contagion (e.g., [1], [2], [42]), attitude contagion (e.g., [26], [43], [27]), emotion and intention contagion (e.g., [5]). For the latter types of states also some computational models are available, e.g., [25], [46].

Most computational models for social contagion have been inspired by models for epidemics; e.g., [4], [14], [23]. A limitation of most of these computational models for contagion of, for example intention, behaviour or emotion, is that (1) only the contagion process is modelled, without taking into account an agent’s internal processes that affect the emotion or behaviour as well, and (2) no adaptation of the own internal agent processes takes place. For example, in [23] the interaction between members of the group N of normal persons, and members of groups L, S and O with unhealthy behaviour leads to transitions of persons from this group N to the group L with unhealthy behaviour. Due to these limitations, in such models the mutual impact of agents on each other has a purely reactive and instantaneous character. Some exceptions on limitation (1) can be found in [25], where the contagion is integrated with the internal interplay of beliefs, emotions and intentions, and [3], where the contagion is integrated with internal emotion regulation processes. In [7], [19] and [38] some internal cognitive mechanisms of behaviour in social networks are addressed, but these mechanisms are limited to the modelling of memory or attitudes. In the current paper the contagion is integrated not only with the interplay of the four types of internal states (addressing limitation (1)), but also with the Hebbian learning mechanism, and in this way adapts the agent’s own internal processes (addressing limitation (2)). Thus the presented model goes beyond reactive and instantaneous effects of the agents on each other, it shows how habitual behaviour learned as an effect of social contagion can persist individually.

The introduced model for habit contagion can be used to study the process of social influence on behaviour, in particular on habitual behaviour. This can be an aid for policymakers in making predictions and what-if analyses of habits formation and spread in
a population. Specifically, public health workers might be interested in the spread of healthy habits. Moreover, the introduced model may be embedded in a support agent that may provide support for humans in their everyday life with respect to their lifestyle change and developing good habits. If such a system can predict the effect of social influences and cues on habitual behaviour, it may try to adapt the environment in such a way that the habit will be changed, for example by drawing one’s attention to the long term goals, or by suggesting changes in the (virtual) social network around persons to stimulate contagion of states that will have a positive influence on the habit.
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